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[ Phone Passcode ]
Read the note on the yellow paper from the wallet.
Look at the receipt to find the price of the spicy snack and the sweet treat.
Look at the brochure to find out when they started service.
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[ Who is Lying? Unlock ]

Reshma - Look at Reshma’s statement, the ad from 2Tone from the wallet, and the
translation app.

Below are hints on where to look to find evidence to catch someone in a lie or to
prove they didn’t commit the murder.

Art - Look at Art’s statement, the order for flowers on the phone, and the flowers
listed under “Flower arrangements” in the brochure.

Johnson - Look at the phone app and the voicemail app.

Annemarie - Look at Annemarie’s statement, the photo of the woman from the
wallet, and the dating app.

Dave - Look at Dave’s statement and the email app.

Audra - Look at Audra’s statement and the receipt. 

Marco - Look at Marco’s statement and the voicemail app.

Amie - Look at Amie's statement, the prescription from the wallet, and the web
browser app.



[ Will Puzzle ]
You will need the card from Bernard’s wallet that requires the answers to a
variety of questions. 
The answers to the questions can be found within the Last Will and Testament.
Note: When determining the order of his wives, you will also need a bit of
information from one of the canvas interviews.  
Once you have all of the answers, use them on the back of the card. 
Take the letters in numerical order.  
You will learn the location of one of Bernard’s secrets.
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[ Where Should You Look? ]
See previous hint.
Once you have answered all of the questions on the wallet card and filled in all of
the information on the back, you can pull the letters in numerical order and find
the answer to this. 
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[ Chinese Coin/Chinese Menu Puzzle ]
You will need to have answered the question “Where Should You Look?” before
you can do this puzzle. Bernard provides directions for this on item 7 of his Last
Will and Testament. 
He mentions a particular item. You won’t have this item until you have unlocked
the “Where Should You Look?” card and opened the black box.
You will notice the item has what appear to be Asian symbols of some sort. This
links it to the Chinese menu.  
Notice the word in Bernard’s instructions that is in bold.  
Find each of those letters in bold on the back of the Chinese menu.  
Center the gold coin over each letter and then use the direction order Bernard
provides in order to pull the correct letters from the letter grid.  
When you put all of the letters together in the order you are told, you will have a
specific direction that unlocks Bernard’s laptop. 
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[ Computer Unlock ]
See previous hint. Solve the puzzle on the back of the Chinese menu to find out what
unlocks the computer.



[ Urn Folder Unlock/IDs ]

You will need to have the computer unlocked before you can do this puzzle.
There is a notepad file on Bernard’s desktop that provides hints on how to access
each of the locked folders.
The directions for unlocking the urn folder mentions 5 names.
These names correspond to the names of 5 people whose IDs you found in the
black box. 
You should have a card that shows several urns that are numbered and that also
display weight.
There is a card in Bernard’s wallet that has a clue to tell you how to convert body
weight to cremated remains. 
Use that formula to figure out which urn contains which person’s remains. 
Use the order that Bernard lists the deceased in and pull those urn numbers to
obtain the password for the locked folder. 
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[ Casket Folder Unlock/Obituary ]
You will need to have the computer unlocked before you can do this puzzle.
There is a notepad file on Bernard’s desktop that provides hints on how to access
each of the locked folders.
The casket unlock clue will be found in the Bernard’s obituary.
Use the numbers in the notepad file and pull those words from the obituary.
The words you extract will form a coherent direction that tells you how to access
the folder.
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[ Cross Folder Unlock/Ring Sizing ]
You will need to have the computer unlocked before you can do this puzzle.
There is a notepad file on Bernard’s desktop that provides hints on how to access
each of the locked folders.
The cross folder directions from the notepad file reference the ring sizing
guide/cremation diamond flyer. 
Each measurement on the ring finger represents the starting point. Using the
modifiers that Bernard gives, move up or down the appropriate number of ring
sizes and pull the letter that you end up on. 
The letters you pull will provide what you need to access the locked folder. 
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[ Gravestone Folder Unlock/Ribbon ]
You will need to have the computer unlocked before you can do this puzzle.
There is a notepad file on Bernard’s desktop that provides hints on how to access
each of the locked folders.
The directions to unlock this folder mention an item that you should have in your
possession from the black box. 
The directions mention taking the second word and using the letters of that word
to determine how to shift the alphabet.
This word is two letters. 
This provides the key for how to rewrite the alphabet.
I = N
Rewrite the alphabet using this as a starting point. 
Decode the message and unlock the folder. 
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[ Hidden Keypad Under Lilies Unlock ]
You will need to have unlocked all four folder from the computer before you can
do this puzzle. In Bernard’s Last Will and Testament, he mentions this hidden
keypad and tells you how to unlock it.  
Note: this will require you to have all 4 letters that are gained from the 4 locked
folders on the computer. 
Those letters in order spell a Latin word that relates to Bernard’s business.
Convert those letters to numbers using the keypad.
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[ Filing Cabinet Puzzle ]
There is a drawing from the black box that says ‘For Filing Purposes Only.’
That is a hint that it goes with the code on the Filing Cabinet.
Move one spot up or down the alphabet based on the arrow directions and
convert the six letters into a word.
This word will be part of the final password.
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[ Coffee Puzzle/Who is the Killer? ]
You will need to have unlocked all four folder from the computer before you can
do this puzzle. Each of Bernard’s business associates is referred to by their
favorite coffee drink in the desktop folder unlocks. 
You will find hints about what each suspect’s drink of choice is by reading their
interviews in the Canvas Statements document and in the Follow Up Interviews. 
Consulting the coffee chart should help you determine which drink matches up
with each of the suspects.
Once you know who goes with what drink and pair that with the information you
learn from the locked folders, this will allow you to eliminate all but one suspect.
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[ Solved all the Puzzles? ]
Once you have your prime suspect and have deciphered the code on the filing cabinet,
you should be able to solve this.


